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1 Introduction

The recent creation of international institutions to manage global environmental

resources as the Global Environmntal Facility or the Montreal Protocol Multilateral

Fund demonstrates that cooperative solutions for international environmental prob-

lems which make use of international side-payments not only may be attractive from

a theoretic point of view but that they are in fact used. The ongoing negotiations on

an international convention to reduce potentially harmful greenhouse gas emissions,

for example, raise the question which role transfers could play for such an agreement.

For an international environmental agreement (IEA) to be successful, it has

to take into account the key features of transboundary pollution problems. In the

context of an IEA where - to a certain extent - side-payments are included as an

instrument, especially two characteristics of international environmental policy are

important: one fundamental aspect consists in the nonexistence of a higher authority

which could force the contracting parties to fulfill their obligations. It is therefore ap-

propriate either to analyse the incentives to manage global environmental resources

unilaterally or to concentrate on international cooperative solutions that are self-

enforcing. Another crucial aspect is the fact that the countries involved ig, most

cases are considerably different from each other with respect to many characteris-

tics, as e.g. their environmental preferences, economic prosperity, endowments with

(natural) resources or technologies available for environmental protection. These

heterogeneities may give rise to cost-inefficiencies if environmental policies are not

coordinated. Hence, an IEA should not only try to internalize transboundary envi-

ronmental externalities, it should also aim at cost-effectiveness of abatement efforts.

Combining the aspects of enforcement and cost-effectiveness in international

environmental agreements, the paper explores the prospects for cooperative solu-

tions, if we allow for transfers that are paid conditionally on cooperative behavior

between countries and sequential moves in the implementation of the agreement.

Two kinds of side-payments are considered: transfers that are self-financed but oth-

erwise unrestricted, and transfers that are restricted to compensations for cost-

effectiveness of abatements. The latter mirrors the professed purpose of transfers in

many IEAs as e.g. the mandate of the Global Environmental Facility or the concept

of 'joint implementation' within the Framework Convention on Climate Change.

The present analysis builds on contributions about the enforcement-problem

and the role of side-payments in international environmental cooperation. In

contrast to completely self-enforcing contracts as e.g. in Barrett (1994) or



Finus/Rundshagen (1997) where no additional instruments are available, we con-

sider as in Carraro/Siniscalco (1993) a situation with limited commitment, where

self-financed transfers are used as an instrument to bring about stable cooperation.

However, in this paper we analyse the case of heterogenous countries. By means of

a static, fully specified model as in Barrett (1994) it is shown that the heterogeneity

of the countries involved is favourable to the welfare gains attainable through an

IEA, especially if transfers are restricted to compensations for cost-effectiveness of

the agreement1.

The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we describe the basic two-

countries, two-goods model that is formulated in terms of abatement costs and

benefits. We use an empirically plausible specification of the model and derive the

noncooperative Nash equilibrium as well as the full cooperative (globally first best)

allocation. In section 3, a mechanism using side-payments and sequential moves in

the implementation of the agreement is described. The gains from cooperation are

derived that can be achieved under two alternative kinds of self-financed transfers.

The results for different parameter scenarios are illustrated with the help of nu-

merical simulations in section 3 for the case of two and in section 4 for the case of

three countries. Section 5 concludes with a summary and possible implications fo*f

international environmental policy.

2 Costs and benefits of emission reductions

Consider a world of two countries A and B whose governments decide upon re-

ductions of emissions that constitute a (pure) common public bad. Then national

abatements q^ add up to

Q = qA + qB- (l)

By considering a one-shot game of complete information and abstracting from gen-

eral equilibrium effects (like e.g. changes in the terms of trade through environmental

policy), the decision problem of a government reduces to balancing national benefits

against costs of national abatement efforts. The public good-character of abatements

Contributions that model heterogenous countries in a dynamic framework are e.g.

Finus/Rundshagen (1997) and Kverndokk (1994). Another field of related literature deals with

the concept of 'joint implementation' under the Framework Convention on Climate Change. For

an overview see Pearce (1994) and for an empirically oriented work e.g. Jackson (1995). The wel-

fare losses of uniform emission reductions in an IEA with heterogenous countries are analysed in

Endres (1993) and Hoel (1992).



implies that national benefits depend on aggregate abatement quantities, whereas

national abatement costs only depend on a country's own contribution. Net abate-

ment benefits TT of country k thus are

-k = Bk{Q)~Ck{qk)., k = A,B. (2)

In order to be able to make any quantitative statements the cost and benefit sched-

ules of CO2 abatements have to be specified by a plausible functional form. We use

a slightly modified version of the specification Barrett (1994) suggests. It allows to

consider in a very general way different scenarios of heterogeneity of the countries

involved.

Starting with abatement costs, we we assume linearly increasing marginal costs

of abatements as a reasonable approximation at least over a certain range of abate-

ment quantities2. The marginal abatement cost schedule of country k is

C'k = ck qk , c, > 0 (3)

where ck is a country-specific exogenous parameter that determines the slope of

the marginal cost function for country k. It comprises simultaneously different rea-

sons that make marginal abatement costs differ between countries. Such reasons are

e.g. different substitution possibilities (for energy production) and types of abate-

ment technology available, and the impact of a country's base-year emission level

on marginal abatement costs3. A less expensive abatement technology or a higher

base-year emission level ceteris paribus implies a lower value of ck.

With regard to the specification of national abatement benefits, it seems rea-

sonable to suppose that marginal damages will increase with the level of greenhouse

gas emissions, implying positive but decreasing marginal benefits of reducing emis-

sions4. We assume therefore linearly decreasing marginal benefits of abatements

which can be be written as

B'k = bk{a - Q) , bk > 0 , Q < a . (4)

2See e.g. Nordhaus (1991), p. 929. Assuming that marginal abatement costs increase at an even

steeper rate as some of the empirical literature assesses does not change the qualitative results to

be reported below.
3See Barrett/OECD (1992).
4For estimates concerning carbon emissions see Cline (1992a), chapter 4, Cline (1992b), chap-

ter 6 and OECD (1991), chapter 1. Assuming constant marginal abatement benefits as some of

the empirical literature suggests does not change the basic results concerning side-payments as

enforcement-mechanism.



The parameter a is the abatement level where marginal benefits would become zeroD

and bk is a country-specific parameter that determines the slope of the marginal

benefit function. Marginal abatement benefits differ across countries because of e.g.

differing valuations of environmental quality, different damages of climate change

measured in terms of lost economic income, and different regional impacts of climate

change. Integrating marginal benefits and costs, net benefit function (2) is specified

to be

7T, = bk (a Q - 1/2 Q2) - cfc/2 q\ bk > 0, ck > 0, Q < a, k = .4, B . (5)

Balancing marginal benefits against costs determines the optimal abatement quan-

tity qk of country k. The way how a country takes into account the abatement

activities of the other country (i.e. its assumptions on the other government's be-

havior) determines which kind of equilibrium will be reached.

2.1 Abatements in the noncooperative Nash equilibrium

In this section we discuss the properties of the noncooperative equilibrium when

national governments exhibit NASH behaviour 6. In this case there is an independent

maximization of the net benefit function (5) for each country by choosing nationally

optimal abatement levels given the abatement quantity of the other country. For

national abatement quantities to be optimal, marginal benefits B'(Q) have to be

equalized to marginal costs C'{q):

dnk/dqk = bk (a - Q) - ck qk = 0 <£> bk (a - Q) = ck qk (6)

Solving (6) for qk gives the 'best response1 of country k for given abatement levels q

of the other country:

a — <7B

®) (7a)

cB/b
B

(7b)

5As in Barrett (1994), p.4, we assume Q < a so that marginal benefits are positive over the

relevant range of abatements.
6 Alternatively, one could consider uneven positions of national governments with regard to their

strategic behavior by assuming a Stackelberg game. See Schmidt (1996) for a comparison of the

Nash and Stackelberg case with regard to efficiency properties.



The intersection of the reaction curves determines the noncooperative Nash equi-

librium A'"7. The equilibrium values q£ of national abatements are

bAcB

1 "•" 6B ^ 6S C / 1

Substituting these equilibrium quantitites into the global net benefit function

n = nA + nB = (6.4 + bB) (aQ - 1/2 Q2) - cA/2 q\ - cB/2 q\ (9)

gives global net benefits of abatements nA' under Nash behavior.

2.2 Globally efficient abatements

National abatement levels that are globally optimal are derived by maximising the

sum of net benefits (9) with respect to qA and qB:

dU/3qA = (6.4 + bB)(a - qA - qB) - cA qA = 0 fe (10a)

dU/dqB = (6.4 + bB)(a - q A - qB) - cB qB = 0 (10b)

which yields

^ CB

The potential welfare gains from full cooperation can be measured by comparing 11^

with global net benefits II* of internationally efficient abatements. For this purpose

may serve the index A = Il^/IT* which we can evaluate for different parameter

constellations.

Comparing the globally efficient with the noncooperative allocation of abate-

ments illustrates the two sources of inefficiency mentioned above. Not only aggre-

gate abatement is suboptimal (QN < Q*), but also its distribution across countries

'This equilibrium is unique because the reaction curves (7) are linear and it is stable, since (by

bk > 0 and ck > 0) the slopes of the curves are less than 1 in absolute value.



generally will be inefficient8. Only in the special case of 6.4 = 6s, the two ratios

IA/I'B = CB/CA (from (11) ) and q%/q% = (bAcB)/{cAbB) (from (8) ) do coincide,

and cost-effectiveness is reached even in the noncooperative equilibrium.

3 An enforceable international environmental

agreement with side-payments

The globally efficient allocation could be implemented through Coasian' bargaining

of the countries involved if complete enforcement were available. This, however, is

ruled out here because of the lack of a supranational authority that can force the

cooperating agents to fulfill their contractual obligations. In the absence of such

a complete institutional framework, agreements not only have to be individually

rational, but also incentive-compatible from an ex post-perspective. Therefore, we

now set up a mechanism that consists of side-payments and sequential moves of the

cooperating parties in order to secure incentive compatibility of the IEA. At first we

consider the case where transfers are paid conditionally on cooperative behavior, but

are otherwise restricted only by the gains from cooperation a potential donor countrv

could realize through the agreement (i.e. they must be self-financed). Additionally,

the model is analysed for the case where transfers are restricted to compensate the

potential host country with lower marginal abatement costs for its higher abatement

efforts in order to bring about cost-effectiveness of the cooperative abatements.

Assume that the starting-point for negotiating an IEA between countries is

the noncooperative Nash equilibrium9. As additional institutional structure, we pre-

sume that a third party can be constructed (e.g. an international institution as the

Global Environmental Facility) where transfers are deposited before they are given

to the recipient country. This guarantees that side-payments are always executed

according to the terms of the IEA and implies some commitment, although to a

very limited extent. We define country A to be the country with higher abatement

net benefits under global efficiency (nA > nB) and hence higher potential gains from

cooperation10. The sequence of a cooperation game that incorporates side-payments

and sequential moves of the acting governments yielding an enforceable IEA then is

8Another way to illustrate this is by comparing the F.O.C. for national optimal behavior B'k =

C'k with the modified Samuelson condition for global efficiency B'A + B'B — C'A — C'B.
9Hence, we do not consider pre-negotiation strategic behavior.

10A sufficient condition for this is that both the marginal abatements benefit and the cost function

is steeper for country A: bA > bB A CA > cB => KA > irB. See Appendix A.I.



as follows:

1. Countries .4 and B negotiate the terms of the IEA with regard to cooperative

abatement levels q% and the transfer T.

2. Country ,4 moves first. It raises abatements to the level qA and deposits the

transfer T agreed-upon in 1.

3. Country B moves second. It raises its abatements to the cooperative level qB

(or defects and abates qB).

4. Country B receives the side-payment T if it cooperates

(or country A is refunded if B defects).

The agreement has to be individually rational for both countries, i.e. it has to guar-

antee at least the same utility level as in the noncooperative equilibrium11. To be

stable, it also must be ex post not rewarding (or not possible) for any government to

deviate from the agreed measures. For the recipient country incentive compatibility

of the IEA is secured if the gain from defecting from the terms of the agreement is

not greater than the sanction of the refused side-payment. This sanction is credible

because denying the side-payment does not harm the donor country12. If the donor

country would lose the deposited transfer in case of its own defection, this would

not be a sanction to it, since the transfer would have been paid under cooperation

anyway13. Therefore an additional instrument is needed to secure cooperative be-

havior of the donor country. It is assumed here that the only possibility for country

A to commit itself to the execution of its obligations from the IEA consists in acting

first in the cooperative abatement game. Hence, the sequence of moves described

above is voluntarily chosen by the countries and the only way to guarantee incentive

compatibility.

The outcome of the negotiations in stage 1 basically depends on two factors:

these are the relative bargaining positions of the negotiating governments and the

extent to which transfers are available as enforcement-mechanism. Concerning the

first factor, we assume here that no country has a systematic advantage in the

negotiation process. Then, it seems reasonable to suspect that countries will agree

to maximize joint net benefits (9) of abatements. Concerning the availability of

transfers, in the following we consider the two scenarios mentioned above.

11It is assumed that if a country is indifferent between cooperating or not, it cooperates.
12Moreover, the decision upon it is given to the third party.
13ln fact, if .4 could also defect from paying the transfer, its incentive not to act cooperatively

would be even stronger.
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3.1 Unrestricted self-financed transfers

Taking into account the above considerations, the terms of the IEA agreed-upon in

stage 1 have to be the outcome of the following optimisation problem14:

s.t. (12)

nA(q»,q») (13)

nB(ql,q%) (14)

KB(qC
A,qE)-irB(qC

A.,qB)<T (15)

Transfer T is defined in terms of net benefits or transferable utility instead of e.g.

monetary units or units of a representative private good15. Constraints (13) and (14)

are the conditions of individual rationality for the two countries to participate in

the IEA. Abatements qB that maximize B's net benefits when defecting unilaterally

from the agreement we can calculate by substituting qc
A into £?'s best response (7b).

For the IEA to be enforceable, the gains for B from defecting have to be smaller than

or equal to the transfer T it receives if and only if it is abating its emissions about q%.

This is captured in constraint (15). For the donor country A, incentive compatibility

is given by the prescription that it executes the IEA before the recipient country

B. If it does so and (15) holds, there is no incentive for B to defect. And since A

knows this, there is no reason why it should not do the first step in executing the

agreement.

In this subsection the upper bound for side-payments which can be used as

enforcement-mechanism is determined by the potential gains from cooperation of

the donor country (13). The lower bound is given by constraints (14) and (15)

for cooperation of B. Consequently, the participation and incentive compatibility

constraints can be written together as

% > T > m a x [ 4 - nC
B , vrg - nc

B}. (16)

14A more general formulation for (12) would be ma.x(SAnA + SBnB), 0 < Sk < 1, k = A, B where

&k reflects the bargaining power of a government. For the sake of simplicity and as a benchmark, we

assume here Sk — 1. The opposite benchmark would be SA = 1, 8 B = 0. This would be analogous

to the Stackelberg case and rule out global efficiency, since then not II but irA is maximised.
15This transfer-mechanism is different from the classical Kaldor-Hicks compensation principle in

two ways: for the IEA to yield incentive compatibility, side-payments not only have to be actually

undertaken instead of just being possible, they also have to make the recipient at least as good of

as in the situation where it defects unilaterally instead of only making him as least as.good of as

in the situation without cooperation.



In general, two cases for the solution of the above optimisation problem are possible,

depending on whether (16) is binding or not. If not, the globally efficient allocation

of abatements (11) is the outcome of the cooperative solution and the gains from

environmental cooperation are maximal (q% = q'k, U
c = II*). If one of the incentive

compatibility constraints were binding a second best cooperative solution would be

the outcome. However, for the case of only two countries and self-financed, otherwise

unrestricted transfers, the full cooperative outcome can always be sustained. In other

words, there exist no values of 6 ,̂ ck such that 7r*j — rrA < ma,x[nB — n*B , nB — TTB]X6.

The above result is even true for the case of completely homogenous countries.

In this benchmark scenario, it does not matter for global efficiency which country is

assigned to be the donor and which to be the recipient of transfers. It does matter,

however, for the distribution of gains from environmental cooperation as Table 1

illustrates. The recipient country systematically profits from the fact that it moves

last and has to be bribed to stick to the IEA1'.

Table 1: Self-financed unrestricted transfers / homogenous countries

a - 1000, 64 = = 1. = 100, cB = 100

= 9.8

= 19.2

= 19.2

= 9.8

= 19.2

= 19.2

QN = 19.6

Qc = 38.4

Q* = 38.4

= 14609

- T = 14653

= 19230

= 14609

+ T = 23807

= 19230

AN = 0.76

A c = 1

T = 4577

When the countries are heterogenous, global efficiency can be reached as long as

the country with higher potential gains from cooperation is the donor country. We

have assumed country A to be this country (6^ > bB A cA > cB => TT'A > 7r*j), hence

the prescription in the cooperation game to let A be the donor. Both countries will

agree in stage 1 on this rule, if it is not attractive for any of them to change roles,

i.e. as long as

T,AB d. nA •BA (17a)

{B TAB > -BA (17b)

where TAB (TBA) is a transfer from A to B (B to A) and TT£ the pay-off of the

cooperative solution with transfers from B to A. As numerical simulations show,

16The analytical proof is given in appendix A.2.
17However, this distributional effect is compensated in the case of heterogenous countries to

some extent by the rule that the country with higher potential gains from cooperation is to be the

donor.



(17) holds for both countries- if TT*A > TTB
18.

Table 2: Self-financed unrestricted transfers from A to B / heterogenous countries
a = 1 0 0 0 . 6.4 = 1, 6 B = 1 , = 100, cB = 10

qh
A = 9 .0

1C
A = 16.4

q\ = 16-4

q% = 163.9

q'B = 163.9

QN = 99.1

Qc = 180.3

Q* = 180.3

TT£ =90130

TT̂  -TAB = 120092

TT*, = 150631

= 53607

+ TAB = 60235

= 29696

AN = 0.79

TAB = 30539

Table 3 illustrates the inverse case to the above rule, where parameter values are

as in Table 2, but B is the donor and A the recipient of transfers. It is inferior not

only with regard to global net benefits (A c) , but also to national pay-offs of both

countries.

Table 3: Self-financed unrestricted transfers from B to A / heterogonous countries
a = 1000, bA = 1, bB = 1, cA = 100, cB = 10

qN
A = 9 .0

tf = 17.3
q'A = 16.4

q% = 115.5

q'B = 163.9

QN = 99.1

Qc = 132.8

Q* = 180.3

= 90130
= 112667

TT", = 150631

TT£ = 53607

Trg - TBA = 53607

TT|J = 29696

A c = 0.92

TBA = 3723

3.2 Compensations for cost-effectiveness of abatements

Transfers between countries that cooperate on environmental policy may be re-

stricted to compensations for higher, cost-effective abatements of countries with

relatively low marginal abatement costs, as it is laid down e.g. in the mandate of

the Global Environmental Facility and its concept to compensate only for incremen-

tal costs. Such transfers can be used not only as compensation for higher abatement

costs induced by a cost-effective redistribution of national abatement efforts, but

also as an instrument to enforce an IEA about increasing aggregate abatements. We

can think of such an agreement as determining at first jointly an optimal increase of

abatements by equal percentages, resulting in intermediate cooperative quantities

qk , and then redistributing them in a cost-effective way towards q^ that minimizes

aggregate abatement costs, leaving the global amount of cooperative abatements

unchanged19.

18Even if one of the constraints (17) would not hold, the countries could still agree on this rule
by an additional 'second order' compensation so that it holds at least with equality. This is always
possible, since IT" > FT"1".

19This may be seen as a rule of fairness and follows the pragmatic approach in many environ-

mental negotiations. It is also necessary to separate in some way the negotiations on mitigating

free-riding and on cost-effectiveness. The rule determines the amount of transfers paid to the

10



In addition to equations (12-15), in this case the optimisation problem also has

to take into account that transfers are restricted to compensate low-cost country B

for its incremental abatement costs

TCE = CB(qC
B)-CB(qP

B) (18)

and that the cooperative abatements are cost-effective {qc
AjqB = qA/qB — CB/CA)-

To determine the hypothetical abatement quantities qB, we use the fact that national

abatements which are increased in equal proportions are distributed as in the Nash

equilibrium {qA/qB = qA /qB = bAcB/bBcA). Since those quantities are redistributed

cost-effectively, the level of aggregate abatements remains unchanged (Qp = Qc).

Using the above relationships, we have

CB
- , , a2

9
1 - q\ • (19)

The problem of finding the optimal terms of the IEA that can be sustained un-

der this enforcement-mechanism essentially is about increasing abatements in equal

proportions to the level where as much transnational spill-overs of abatements as

possible are internalized, at the same time taking into account that the compen-

sation country B receives has to be high enough to make it rewarding for B to

cooperate. It turns out that either no cooperative solution at all, only a second-best

one or as in the case of self-financed unrestricted transfers the full cooperative so-

lution can be enforced with transfers restricted in the described manner, depending

on the parameter values of the model. Figure 1 summarizes the results of numerical

simulations for different parameter combinations20.

It illustrates that the gains from stable environmental cooperation using compen-

sations for cost-effectiveness depend on two factos depicted on the axes: on the one

hand, the outcome depends on how severe the incentives of free-riding on other coun-

tries abatements and the resulting welfare losses from underprovision with abate-

ment efforts are. This can be measured by the ratio (ck/bk). If e.g. the benefits of

abatements grow at a much steeper rate than their costs, the latter play only a

minor role in the abatement decision and underprovision is not much of a prob-

lem. On the other hand, we see from (19) that the transfer is ceteris paribus the

higher, the more asymmetric the countries are with respect to benefit parameters

{dTCE/d{bA/bB) > 0), measured by the ratio bA/bB.

low-cost country and thereby influences the results reported below.
20The Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimal abatement quantitities are derived in appendix A.2.

11



Fig. 1: Enforceable IEAs by compensations for cost-effectiveness

Heterogeneity
(bA/bB

rr

Underprovision (ck/bk)

In the benchmark case of completely homogenous countries marginal abate-

ment costs do not differ in the Nash equilibrium, no gains can be made from cost-

effectiveness of cooperative abatements and thus, the former cannot be used as

enforcement-mechanism for the IEA. The same result we have in scenarios where

the countries are heterogenous, but in a way that does not influence the cost-

effectiveness of noncooperative abatements. This is the case if we observe differ-

ent abatement cost schedules (cA ^ cB), but identical marginal abatement benefits

(6.4 = bB •<=> B'A = B'B). The latter implies that there are as for completely ho-

mogenous countries no cost-inefficiencies in the Nash equilibrium, although cost

parameters ck differ across countries21.

If there is only moderate asymmetry and marginal abatement costs differ only

a little across countries, compensations for cost-effectiveness may be sufficient only

21This is due to the fact that national governments equalize marginal abatement benefits and

costs when determining nationally optimal noncooperative abatement, quantities. A higher value of

Ck in A is compensated by lower abatements qA . It can also be seen by comparing the distribution

of efficient abatements q"A/q'B = cB/cA with the distribution of abatements in the Nash equilibrium

fills = (bACB)/(bBcA).
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to enforce a second-best IEA (l\c < IT"). In this case both countries increase their

abatements and the potential gains of recipient country B from defecting consti-

tute the constraint (15) that restricts the terms of the agreement. Nevertheless,

substantial gains from cooperation may still be attainable (Table 4).

Table 4: Compensa t ions for cost-effectiveness

a =1000, cA = 100, cB = 100

qC
A = 16.6

9^ = 21.1

q» = 9.8

q% = 16.6

Q A =21,5

Qc = 33.3

Q- = 42.2

n% = 18660

nc _ TCE _ 23020

TT'A = 27305

16508

r C B = 21279

21279

AN = 0.76

A c = 0.96

TCE = 2399

If both the heterogeneity and the potential gains from cooperation are substantial,

the agreement results in a reduction of A's and a sharp increase in £Ts abatements.

Then, again, only a second-best solution is the outcome because constraint (14)

may be binding. This can be seen from (19) because the transfer is ceteris paribus

the higher, the higher the value of cB and the higher cooperative abatements are

(dTCEIdqB = cB [. . .] qB > 0). However, transfers for cost-effective abatements

increase at a lower rate than marginal abatement, costs of B (dCB/dqB = cBqB).

Thus, globally efficient abatement quantitites could make B worse of*than in

the Nash equilibrium and defecting would not be profitable, given that high-cost

country ,4 reduced its abatements (Table 5).

Table 5:

a= 1000.

q% = 9.8

qC
A = 5 - 2

q'A = 9-8

Compensations

bA

«% =

= 1, <

= 9.8

= 52.1

= 98.1

>B =

QN

Qc

Q'

for cost-effectiveness

0.1, cA

= 19.6

= 57.3

= 107.9

= 100, cB = 10

TT^ = 14609
nc _ TCE = 4 4 8 4 7

n'A = 97299

TT£ = 1461

^ + T C £ = 1461

;rg = 1009

A w = 0

A c = 0
rpCE _

.27

.78

9468

Finally, if countries are sufficiently heterogenous and initial inefficiencies are

not too large, the full cooperative solution can be enforced (Uc = IT*). Table 6

gives a numerical example for cases where country B's abatement benefits are

(close to) zero. This mirrors the scenario where only one country is interested

in environmental cooperation. The other country then will participate only if it

receives a compensation that is high enough to make it at least indifferent with

the Nash equilibrium. Since there exist no incentives for B to free ride on higher

abatements of A after implementation of stage 2, the increase in net benefits that

can be achieved by £?'s defection is equal to its reduction of abatement costs. Since

B gets compensated for higher costs if it cooperates, the full cooperative solution

can always (regardless of the values of bA and ck) be enforced.
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Table 6: Compensations

a =

fi

q'Az

1000;

= 90.9

= 83.3

= 83.3

bA =

q^ --

1 , b B - > •

= 0

= 83.3

= 83.3

Q"

Qc

Q-

for cost-effectiveness

0, cA = 10, cB = 10

'' = 90.9

' = 166.67

= 166.67

TT^ = 45454
nc _ TCE _ 8 3 333

n'A = 118055

""B = 0
KC + TCE = 0

TT-B = -34722

A * =

A G =
rpCE

0.55

1

= 34722

4 The case of more than two countries

It would be tempting to interprete the two-country-case from above as a model of two

groups of countries as e.g. a coalition of industrialized countries jointly undertaking

side-payments to a group of developing countries. This, however, would neglect the

incentives for strategic behavior within coalitions. If non-cooperative behavior of one

country does not lead necessarily to a total breakdown of an IEA as in the case of

only two players, the free-rider problem is manifest not only in the incentive to defect

from an agreement, but also in the incentive to abstain from an IEA whilst a sub-

group of the countries involved cooperates. Hence, in many cases partial cooperation

of a sub-group of governments will emerge (Finus/Rundshagen, 1997) which gives

rise to an additional coordination problem (Carraro/Siniscalco, 1993, p.322)22. *»

To investigate the additional problems that arise in a multiple-country context,

in this section the transfer-mechanism is applied to the simplest scenario of more

than two countries. This is the case of three countries. We illustrate how the results

change due to this modification by numerical examples for each of the two transfer-

mechanisms described in section 3.

4.1 Unrestricted self-financed transfers

Consider three countries A, J3, C involved in an international environmental prob-

lem. In addition to the decision as described in section 3, each government now

also decides about joining the IEA or abstaining from it, given the other two gov-

ernments cooperate. The participation decision is captured in the pay-off matrix of

Tables 7 to 9, where P stands for 'participation' and 0 for 'staying outside' the

agreement. The numbers in brackets indicate the pay-offs of the individual coun-

tries (nA, nB, nc) and the number in square brackets is the index of global efficiency

[A = IT/IT*]. NC stands for the noncooperative Nash equilibrium, the other cases

22ln addition, even if a 'grand coalition' comprising all the countries involved emerges, there still

has to be solved the problem of 'burden sharing'. This is especially relevant when side-payments

are given jointly by a group of donors.
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describe cooperative solutions where a transfer is paid from the country(ies) on the

left of the arrow to the country(ies) on the right23. The results for case of homoge-

nous countries are exemplified in Table 7. Comparing the pay-offs of each country for

country A

0

Table 7:

a= 10,

P

Participation Decision

^ =bB

F

= 6C

country C

. 4 - t B and C:

(17,26,26)

A and B -

(21,21,30)

[0.98]

•+C:

[1.0]

B -> A and C:

(26,17,26) [0.98]

B and C -»• .4:

(30,21,21) [1.0]

C ->• .4 and B:

(26,26.17)

.4 and C -

(21,30,21)

B^C:
(24,17,20)

C'-> B:

(24,20,17)

[0.98]

-> B :

[1.0]

[0.88]

[0.88]

, 4 -

(17

B -

(20

NC

(17

- = 1,

0

¥ B:

20,24)

¥ A:

17,24)

17,17)

CA =

/ Unrestricted transfers
CB =

country B

[0.88]

[0.88]

[0.74]

A-

(17

C -

(20

NC

(17

cc

¥ C

24

¥ A

24

17

=

P

20)

L:

17)

17)

10

c

[0

[0

[0

0

;ountry C 0

88]

88]

74]

NC:

(17,17,17) [0.74]

NC:

(17,17,17) [0.74]

the different possible situations, it turns out that the full cooperative solution with

participation of all. three countries is not an equilibrium. However, it is profitable

for each country to cooperate with one other country, given that the third country

stays outside. Hence, in this scenario not only partial cooperation emerges, but also

there is no unique cooperative equilibrium24.

The results may be different for the case of heterogenous countries. For ex-

ample, when costs and benefits of abatements are distributed as in the case of two

countries (bA > bB > be A cA > cB > cc =>• IT A > ^B > ^c) and the countries

are suffiently asymmetric (Table 8), the participation of all three countries can be

enforced. However, for the full cooperative solution to be incentive compatible, ad-

ditional transfers are required that solve the coordination problem. In the numerical

example of Table 8, this is possible through additional transfers from A to B and C

23The allocations indicated "—" are dominated and therefore not computed.
24In total, six equilibria are possible: A —> B, B -> A, A -> C, C —> A, B —> C, C -> B.
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country A

O

Table

a= 10

A^ E

(29,23

A and

(41,11

B -¥ /

B and

C ^ A

A and

(21,14

B -¥C

(32,13

8:

P

Participation Decision

b.

and

2)

B

2)

[1
—>•

[1
and

C —¥

and

C

2)

2)
:

—¥

[0

[0

= 1

F

> bB

>

country C

C:

0)

C:

0]

C:

A:

B:

B:

68]

86]

=

A-¥

(21

B -

NC

(17,

9

->•

9

0.

c
B:

3)

A:

,2)

5 > bc =

/ Unrestricted

0.1,

country B

)

[0.60]

[0.52]

. 4 -

(26,

C -

NC

(17,

cA = 10 >

transfers

CB = 5 >

0

P country C

¥ C:

19,6) [0.95]

¥ A:

9,2) [0.52]

NC:

(17,9

NC:

(17,9

cc = 1

0

2)

2)

[0.52]

[0.52]

(-9,+8, + l) or from B to A and C (+3,-4,+1). In Table 8, both the solution where A

is the only donor as well as when A and B jointly pay transfers to C are full cooper-

ative equilibria. Thus, even with such additional transfers there may exist more than

one cooperative solution for the 'grand coalition'. Again, the heterogeneity of the

countries involved facilitates cooperation. This is true even if self-financed transfers

are not further restricted because in the case of multiple countries the heterogeneity

helps to solve the coordination problem.

4.2 Compensations for cost-effectiveness of abatements

In case side-payments are restricted to compensations for cost-effectiveness of abate-

ments under the IEA, the coordination problem is the same as described above.

Table 9 (irA > nB > nc) shows that there is again a potential for the full cooper-

ative solution25. However, this would require additional transfers (-4,+3,+l) which

have been ruled out here by assumption. Hence, only a coalition two countries will

2oThe allocations indicated "—" do not correspond to the principle of compensating low-cost

countries and are therefore ruled out.
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cooperate which may still generate substantial gains from cooperation as Table 9

illustrates.

country 4̂

O

Table 9: Participation Decision / CE-Compensations
a =10 , bA - 1 > bB =0 .5 > bc = 0 . 1 , cA = 10 > cB = 5 > cc = 1

country B 0

P countrv C O P countrv C O

A -¥ B and C:

(18,10,2) [0.57]

.4-»BAB->C:

(29,9,2) [1.0]

B ->• A and C:

B and C -> .4:

C -¥ A and B:

^ and C ->• B:

B -)• C:

(30,13,2) [0.83]

C-> B:

A -¥ B:

(20,9,3) [0.60]

B -¥ A:

NC:

(17,9,2) [0.52]

(28,15,2) [0.84]

C ->• .4:

NC:

(17,9,2) [0.52]

NC:

(17,9,2) [0.52]

NC:

(17,9,2) [0.52]

5 Conclusion

The paper explores the prospects for cooperative environmental policy where limited

commitment is available. Within the framework of specific abatement cost and ben-

efit functions and starting negotiations from the noncooperative Nash equilibrium,

a model is analysed that uses conditional transfers and sequential moves to reach

an enforceable international environmental agreement. Both kinds of side-payments

considered prove to be powerful instruments. In the general, the welfare gains that

can be achieved with the mechanism considered depend on the target of the negotia-

tions, the availability of side-payments, the costs and benefits of emission reductions

and the number of the countries involved. If countries agree to maximize joint net

benefits of abatements, the full cooperative solution can always be attained in the

two-country-case and substantial gains from cooperation are possible even if trans-

fers are restricted to compensations for cost-effectiveness of abatement efforts and

1



if more than two countries are involved. In both cases, the prospects for gains from

environmental cooperation are the better, the more heterogenous the countries are.

The institutional requirement that is needed to bring the proposed

enforcement-mechanism to work in addition to the general availability of side-

payments is the existence of a 'third party1 that works as intermediary between

the donor and the host country. If one stresses the absence of a supranational

enforcememt-authority as it is done here, the requirement of an intermediary is

nevertheless not too strong an assumption. The only competence needed is to col-

lect and distribute the side-payments according to the rules previously determined

in the IEA. Any own discretionary power is not necessary. The requirement is even

less problematic if the IEA can fall back on an already existing institution that is

designed more or less precisely for this purpose, as e.g. the Global Environmental

Facility. Of course, one might argue that insurance against non-complying behavior

through the deposition of a mortgage could be constructed to enforce any kind of

cooperative solution, if only the deposited amounts are high enough. However, this

is a fairly stronger requirement than the mechanism to deposit only those transfers

which are paid in accordance to the agreement anyway.

An important implication of the analysis undertaken in this paper for inter-

national environmental policy is that countries in face or in process of negotiating

over an international environmental problem as e.g. 'global warming' should not

engage in cost-effectiveness before the IEA is successfully negotiated. Every policy

measure that improves the cost-effectiveness even before the implementation of the

agreement reduces the cost-savings that can be reached within the agreement itself

and which may be used as a mechanism to enforce the latter. From this perspec-

tive the concept of 'joint implementation' in the Framework Convention on Climate

Change, for example, should be linked (except for limited pilote projects to explore

and demonstrate its practicability) closely to the success of the IEA itself.
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Appendix

A.I Sufficient condition for higher potential gains from envi-

ronmental cooperation

Define the country to have higher potential gains from the IEA whose abatement net

benefits in the social optimum are the highest and call it country A. Then irA > ir~B

must hold. Substituting (11) gives

nA - ^B = (°A -bB)Q'[2a- Q*] + cBq"B - cAqA
2

= (bA-bB)Q"[2a-Q*]

, , v f. . CACB 1 2(c2
4 - c%) cA-c%

+{cA - cB) 1 + 77— , + - 7 — - r — + > 0

(6.4 + bBy\ bA + bB cAcB

The first term is positive for bA > bB t\Q* < 2a, the latter holding because of (4). The

other three terms are all positive for cA > cB. Hence, bA > bB f\cA > cB => TT'A ^TT*B.

A.2 Incentive compatibility of the full cooperative solution

in the case of unrestricted self-financed transfers

To prove that the social optimum in the two-country-case can always be attained by

self-financed, but otherwise unrestricted transfers, we have to check by use of (16)

if there exist values of bk, ck such that TT"A — nA < max[7Tg — nB , nB — TTB]. We have

-"" — r A > jV — * <=> n * > T\N

This holds always and follows from the presence of externalities. In addition, also

nA — TT'̂  > nB — n"B has to hold. Define

b=:bB, bA=:(l+(3)b

c —: cB , c_4 =: (1 + 7) c

where /3 > 0,7 > 0 because of 6^ > bB,cA > cB, following from the rule that the

country with equal or higher potential gains is to be the donor. With the help of

this simplification TTA — ir'A > nB — nB can be written as

(2 + 0)Q-[2a - Q'} - (1 + i)c/b(qA
7 - qf) - c/b(q'B - qf)

- ( 1 + (3)QN[2a - QN) - QD[2a - QD] > 0
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Substituting ( l l a ) into (7b), this and (Ha) into (5), seperately inserting (11) and

(8) into (5) and rearranging yields

where the two terms in square brackets are both postive26. Hence, for nonnegative

values of 3. 7, c and b the constraint is never binding and the social optimum the

outcome of the IEA.

A.3 Kuhn-Tucker conditions for optimal abatements

when transfers are restricted to compensations for cost-

effectiveness

The optimisation problem in section 3.2 is

s.t.

0

0

0

<£

QB = CAICB q°A

The Lagrangian function is

L\qA; A l : A 2 , ̂ 3) — H + ^\[7T
A ~ J- ~"A.

The first order conditions for a maximum of n c are

TCE - nN] TCE -

dL/dqC
A = a{bA + bB) + a{cA/cB){bA+bB)-{bA+bB)q^

-2{cA/cB)(bA + bB)qC
A - (cA/cB)2(bA + bB)qC

A - cAqC
A - (c2

A/cB)qC
A

-\-XxabA + XxabA(cA/cB) - Xx(bA + cA)qA - 2X}bA(cA/cB)qA

TCE - TT

(1)

cB[l- q°A

X2abB{cA/cB) - X2bBqA - 2X2bB(cA/,cB)qA

- A . 2 ( c . 4 / c B ) 2 bB + cB

26The complete expression is left out here because of lack of space. It is available upon request.
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+X3abB + X3abB(cA/cB) - X3bBqA - 2X3bB(cA/cB)qc
A

c X3acB X3cB

B qA

OL/dX, = abAQc-bA/2Qc -cAj2q\ -abAQN +bA/2Qr

2c,

\2

1 - >o

C 2

N2 , CA

- abBQ" + 6B/2Q'
2

>0

C2 C 2

dL/8X3 = abBqA+abB(cA/cB)qA-bB/2qA -bB(cA/cB)qA

-l/2(cA/cBf

a2bB

bB + cB
-C2

c2

2(1

0

0

= qCAdL/dq
c
A

= Xt dL/dXt , i =

A, > 0 , i = 1,2,3

The optimal cooperative abatements of country A are for

Case 1: A; = 0 , i = 1,2,3

(none of the incentive compatibility constraints is binding)

cB

Case 2: A2 > 0, A; = 0 , i = 1,3 (constraint (14) is binding)2

9.4 =

l + 'l + ^-)
- 2

Case 3: A3 > 0, A, = 0 i = 1,2 (constraint (15) is binding)

. 2 / \ /

qc
A =

\cB bB

I

2'Numerical simulations show that (13) is never binding, as long as -K'A > nB.

< 0
1 + ^ 1 + ^

">C ;, /o/-)C2 „ /o«C2 „;, /^JV | j^ /o/O^'2 i_ c /9Q'V*2 (9)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

1/2N
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